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Preface

What is the role of behavior for inequality in society?

Center for Economic Behavior and Inequality (CEBI) answers this question.

CEBI is a center-of-excellence graciously funded by the Danish National Research Foundation. We are more than thirty researchers at all levels from PhD students to professors as well as administrative staff based at the Department of Economics, University of Copenhagen. Our team includes external CEBI members at New York University, Princeton University, University of Zürich and collaborators at many other leading departments in Europe and the US.

The research team has published more than 130 journal articles since the start in September 2017. This includes numerous articles in the top economic journals American Economic Review, Journal of Political Economy, Quarterly Journal of Economics and Review of Economics Studies, in the top general science journals Science and PNAS and in top journals in other disciplines.

CEBI organizes international conferences, workshops, seminars and PhD courses with world-renowned scholars. We also interact with policy makers and communicate to the wider public. The work at CEBI has received public attention and proven relevant for practical policy making. This includes expert advice requested from Danish ministries, participation in government commissions, appearance in television news on national TV channels (DR and TV2), front page stories in the main Danish newspapers Berlingske, Information, Jyllands-Posten and Børsen and coverage in leading international newspapers such as Die Welt, the Economist, the Financial Times, Le Monde, the New York Times and the Washington Post. CEBI research has even been featured on Netflix.

With this book we wish to share brief stories of the exciting research done at CEBI.

Additional information about us can be found at www.econ.ku.dk/cebi and @CEBI_UCPH.
The CEBI research agenda

INEQUALITY In Denmark, one of the most equal countries in the world, the top 1% richest own 20% of wealth and earn close to 10% of income. High-income people can expect to live 3 years longer than their low-income peers. And more than 1 out of 5 get into financial trouble in their twenties if they are born into families in financial trouble. What are the sources of such inequalities in prosperity, health and financial future? How much inequality is there in society? Is inequality viewed as fair or unfair? How do public policies affect inequality?

BEHAVIOR These questions are important, but complex to answer. A key reason is the behavior of people, which is crucial for all aspects of inequality, but difficult to measure. As an example, consider wealth inequality. How much wealth people hold can vary because they inherit different amounts from their parents (circumstances) but also because some people save more of their income than others (behavior). Actual differences in wealth can be much larger than we think because some people hide away large fortunes in offshore accounts (behavior). Wealth inequality may persist across generations due to major differences in inheritances (circumstances), but the persistence crucially depends on consumption and labor supply responses of those receiving inheritances (behavior).

RELEVANCE Understanding whether wealth inequality is due to differences in savings behavior, tax evasion or inheritances is important for how people view inequality and the need for policy action. Behavior is also important for evaluation of policies. A potential and highly debated policy to achieve more equality is wealth taxation. To evaluate the attractiveness of such a policy, it is important to know whether this reduces savings and capital accumulation, as this reduces future production, income and tax revenue.

SCOPE CEBI looks at many dimensions of inequality and the role played by many different behavioral characteristics of people. For example, this includes differences in earnings between men and women and the role played by social norms; differences in crime propensities of people and the role played by risk willingness; differences in fairness views on inequality and the role played by beliefs about inequality.

APPROACH CEBI studies the role of behavior for inequality by using unique combinations of information for large representative samples of individuals. This includes objective information obtained from administrative records such as tax returns, wealth records, population registers, bank transaction data, health records etc., as well as subjective information about people’s risk-, time- and social preferences, their beliefs about economic prospects and policy rules, and their views on inequality obtained from experiments and surveys. The data is linked together by Statistics Denmark and stored in anonymous form on CEBI-financed servers at Statistics Denmark where it can be analyzed remotely by CEBI researchers under strict security precautions. The empirical analyses are rooted in hypotheses from economic theory and include construction and estimation of mathematically formulated economic models.

INEQUALITY IN DENMARK OVER THE PERIOD 1870-2015 MEASURED BY THE TOP 1% INCOME SHARE

WEALTH INEQUALITY

Differences in people’s income create differences in wealth, but why is wealth inequality much bigger than income inequality? Researchers are still struggling to answer this question. A key hypothesis is that there are fundamental differences in saving behavior of people.

In economic theory, inequality is due to differences in economic possibilities of people or to differences in their preferences. For example, inequality in wealth can be due to differences in how much income people earn but it can also be due to differences in patience. Patient individuals prefer less consumption today and more consumption in the future compared to impatient individuals. This implies that patient individuals save more out of income and become wealthier throughout life. But does this theoretical prediction explain real-world differences in people’s wealth?

Answering this question has proven difficult because of major empirical challenges in measuring the relationship between patience and wealth. Rich experimental evidence – going back to the famous marshmallow experiments from the 1960s measuring delayed gratification in children – points to pervasive differences in patience. Administrative data provides very precise information about net wealth of people including bank debt, mortgage debt, money on deposit accounts, ownership of stock and bonds, value of houses etc. and documents large inequality in wealth. However, no study has been able to link these two different types of data. Claus Thustrup Kreiner, David Dreyer Lassen, Søren Leth-Petersen and Gregers Nyhof Rasmussen together with external members Thomas Epper, Ernst Fehr and Helga Fehr-Duda use the CEBI data infrastructure to overcome this challenge and provide empirical evidence on the relationship between patience and wealth.

The results reveal a strong association between people’s patience and their position in the real-life wealth distribution. The figure plots the average position in the wealth distribution on a 1-100 scale (percentiles) for three equally-sized patience groups of people over the years 2001-2015. Over a fifteen-year period, the most patient individuals are consistently 6-7 percentiles higher in the wealth distribution than the least patient individuals, with the middle patience group being in the middle of the wealth distribution. The magnitude is similar to the association between education and wealth inequality. This is striking, as education is known to be one of the best predictors of inequality.

The association is almost the same after controlling for a large set of characteristics of people such as their income history, school performance, risk type and parental background and suggests that the association is due to higher savings of patient individuals.

This research is important for understanding the driving forces behind inequality in society and the appropriate policy responses. Related research by the CEBI team documents how other basic preferences predict behavior and attitudes of people. For example, risk tolerant individuals are more prone to commit crime and social preferences predict donations to charity and demand for redistribution in society. Together, this evidence points to the importance of differences in the behavior of people and to the usefulness of accounting for preference heterogeneity in economic models.

Method

A random sample of middle-aged individuals received an invitation in their electronic mail box to participate in an online experiment. The experiment included money-now-or-later choices designed to elicit patience. Participants received money depending on their choices. Statistics Denmark linked the experimental data of the 3,600 participants to administrative records with precise information about wealth as well as detailed background characteristics relevant for understanding wealth formation in the statistical analysis.

Research articles
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Patient people are wealthier
The results highlight that cracking down on offshore tax evasion, through cross-border information exchange and enhanced audit efforts, may not just be a source of substantial government revenue, but also a powerful tool for countering increasing inequality and redressing the progressivity of the tax system. Tax authorities around the world, including many tax havens, have recently stepped up enforcement efforts in this domain by initiating automatic exchange of information on financial accounts.

If tax evasion is equally prevalent in different groups, it will not affect measured inequality. But if the rich dodge taxes more than others then tax records will underestimate inequality.

CEBI researcher Niels Johannesen and coauthors estimate how tax evasion varies with wealth in the Scandinavian countries and correct inequality statistics for differences in evasion rates. To measure tax evasion, they merge information from randomized tax audits conducted by tax authorities with information on offshore financial activities obtained by the tax authorities through Swiss Leaks and Panama Papers.

The figure shows the estimated tax evasion rates by position in the wealth distribution. Tax evasion is below 3% of tax liabilities in the aggregate: most types of income are third-party reported by employers and financial institutions to the tax authorities and are subject to very limited tax evasion. However, at the top of the wealth distribution, tax evasion is much higher, plausibly around 25% for the top 0.01% group. Most of the tax evasion by the very wealthiest happens through undeclared offshore accounts, which makes it difficult to detect for the tax authorities.

The results suggest that tax evasion has important implications for the measurement of inequality because of its highly uneven distribution across wealth groups. According to the estimates, the wealth share of the top 0.01% increases by around 25% when accounting for wealth hidden in offshore financial centers.

Method

The researchers combine detailed wealth data from tax returns for all households in Scandinavia with the outcomes of randomized tax audits and leaked customer accounts from HSBC Switzerland. From the audit data, they compute the non-offshore evasion rates by wealth group (as audits generally do not capture offshore evasion). From the leaked data, they compute offshore evasion rates by wealth group using estimates of aggregate offshore wealth. The figure shows the total evasion rate, combining non-offshore and offshore evasion.

Research articles

Wealth taxation reduces savings

A reduction in people’s savings reduce capital accumulation and future wealth, which reduces future income and tax revenue. The literature on behavioral responses to taxes is enormous, but almost no evidence exists on the impact of wealth taxation on savings behavior. This is not surprising. Solid empirical evidence requires comprehensive individual-level data on wealth, including data on deposits, debt, stocks, houses, land, etc. This is needed for a very long horizon in order to estimate long-run effects because of the dynamic and slow-moving nature of wealth accumulation. Further, in the observation period there has to be compelling variation in wealth taxation in order to convincingly identify the responsiveness of savings to wealth taxation.

In many ways, Denmark is the perfect laboratory to overcome these challenges. Wealth data exist for the Danish population since 1980 and Denmark had a wealth tax that underwent major changes until its abolishment in 1997. For example, the tax exception threshold was doubled for couples in 1989. These changes can be used as a quasi-experiment to estimate responsiveness of savings behavior to wealth taxation. This is exploited by Katarina Jakobsen together with external CEBI member Henrik Kleven and co-authors.

The graph illustrates one of their main results. Here, they compare the development of taxable wealth (log scale) for couples and singles before and after the tax change. For each group, wealth is measured relative to the pre-reform level in 1988. The two curves are similar before the reform, which suggests that singles work well as a control group for couples. The two groups follow similar trends prior to the reform. Following the reform, which reduced the tax liability on couples’ relative to singles’ wealth, the gap between the two curves increases gradually consistent with an increase in the savings propensity of couples due to the reform. Eight years out, wealth has increased by more than 10 percentage points extra for couples than singles. In this example, people affected by the reform are moderately wealthy. The effects are considerably larger for the very wealthy.

Using a theoretical model, calibrated to the empirical evidence, to extrapolate further out in time, the authors find an estimated increase in the wealth levels of the two groups ranging from 30% to 65% (corresponding to a so-called elasticity of taxable wealth around 1). These behavioral effects of wealth taxation are large and cannot be disregarded if evaluating the attractiveness of imposing wealth taxes.

Research articles


Method

The empirical analysis is based on wealth records for the entire Danish population, which exist from 1980 and onwards. The information about individual wealth is gathered by the Danish tax agency and sent to Statistics Denmark. The empirical analysis uses quasi-experimental variation in tax rates due to tax reforms. The empirical analysis uses difference-in-difference event-study regressions to evaluate the attractiveness of imposing wealth taxes.
Ideally, one would run a randomized experiment, where many people are given, say, 500,000 Danish kroner. It would then be possible to follow people over time and observe when they spend the money. This is not financially feasible in practice. As an alternative, Jeppe Druedahl and his coauthor ingeniously look at individuals who receive a sudden inheritance, where the parent died due to a car crash or a heart attack (with no prior condition). It is then possible to compare individuals who all inherit unexpectedly, but at different points in time. For those people treated in one year, people inheriting in later years can act as a control group.

The figure shows that only a third of the inheritance is left after a decade. This dynamic wealth depletion after inheritance is compared with outcomes of models estimated to match the passive life-cycle profile of wealth, which vary in terms of the relative strength of the underlying saving motives. The models where patience play an important role imply a much lower depletion rate of wealth after inheritance compared to what is observed empirically. This implies that a stronger than usual precautionary saving motive is needed for the model to also fit the new stylized facts. This generally suggests that the current model assigns a societal value to social insurance policies that is too low. It also has implications for wealth inequality dynamics, which Druedahl is currently exploring in ongoing research.

Patient saving for retirement has been a central motive in economic theory since the early Nobel prize winning research in the 1950s by Franco Modigliani and Milton Friedman. Precautionary saving for a rainy day is another central motive that came into play with the Nobel prize winning research by Angus Deaton in the 1980s. The workhorse model of consumption and saving over the life-cycle includes both saving motives, but we still know little about their relative quantitative importance.

A CEBI study by Jeppe Druedahl and coauthor puts the workhorse model to a new test. Just observing the life-cycle profile of wealth is not enough for disentangling the relative importance of the various saving motives, because a given wealth profile can simultaneously be explained by different combinations of saving motives. Low precautionary saving and high patience can yield the same observed savings path as high precautionary saving and low patience. It is thus not enough to observe passive associations. We need evidence on the causal dynamics of wealth.

Reactions to inheritance call for a revision of the workhorse model of savings behavior

Method
First, the researchers use sudden inheritance, where the parent died due to a car crash or a heart attack (with no prior condition), as a natural experiment to estimate the causal effect of a monetary windfall on subsequent savings choices. Those inheriting in one year is the treatment group and have wealth paths that can be compared to a control group of people who inherit in later years in order to find the causal effect. Second, the new empirical findings are analyzed through the lens of a structural model of consumption and saving over the life-cycle to deduce the relative strength of the underlying saving motives in explaining the observed behavior.

Ideally, one would run a randomized experiment, where many people are given, say, 500,000 Danish kroner. It would then be possible to follow people over time and observe when they spend the money. This is not financially feasible in practice. As an alternative, Jeppe Druedahl and his coauthor ingeniously look at individuals who receive a sudden inheritance, where the parent died due to a car crash or a heart attack (with no prior condition). It is then possible to compare individuals who all inherit unexpectedly, but at different points in time. For those people treated in one year, people inheriting in later years can act as a control group.
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POLICY & INEQUALITY

Monetary policy is an important tool for stabilizing the macro-economy. However, not everybody is affected in the same way when a softer monetary policy lowers the cost of borrowing in the economy. If the effects of monetary policy vary systematically with households’ leverage, occupation and investments, it may have substantial implications for inequality.

The results provide important guidance to optimal monetary policy. First, even if policymakers only consider the aggregate stimulus effect of monetary policy, the distribution of gains and losses matters because high-income households tend to spend a smaller share of gains than low-income households. Second, standard social preferences for redistribution imply that policymakers should attach less weight to income gains at the top of the income distribution than at the bottom.

The researchers obtain detailed data on income, assets and debt from tax returns for all households in Denmark for the period 1987-2014 and assign each household-year observation to an income group. In a local projection model, they estimate the effect of a change in the Danish monetary policy rate on household-level outcomes while allowing the effect to vary by income group and time horizon. They identify the exogenous component of monetary policy by instrumenting the change in the Danish policy rate with the change in the policy rate in Germany (until 1999) and the Euro Area (after 1999) and control for a range of ex ante and ex post macro variables.

Method

The researchers obtain detailed data on income, assets and debt from tax returns for all households in Denmark for the period 1987-2014 and assign each household-year observation to an income group. In a local projection model, they estimate the effect of a change in the Danish monetary policy rate on household-level outcomes while allowing the effect to vary by income group and time horizon. They identify the exogenous component of monetary policy by instrumenting the change in the Danish policy rate with the change in the policy rate in Germany (until 1999) and the Euro Area (after 1999) and control for a range of ex ante and ex post macro variables.

Research articles

GENDER INEQUALITY

Over the last century, we have witnessed considerable convergence in the labor market outcomes of men and women. However, despite the disappearance of gender differences in education and the implementation of anti-discrimination policies, gender inequality in earnings and wage rates continues to be substantial and the process of convergence appears to have slowed down.

Children cause inequality between women and men

CEBI research by Jakob Søgaard and external member Henrik Kleven provides a simple explanation for the persistence of gender inequality: the effects of children on the careers of women relative to men are large and have not fallen over time. As a result, almost all of the remaining gender inequality can be attributed to children. The figure illustrates this finding. It shows the evolution of total labor market earnings of men and women relative to the underlying wage growth in the economy and the finding. It shows the evolution of total labor market earnings of men and women relative to the underlying wage growth in the economy and the fact that women take the majority of the parental leave, but interestingly the earnings of women are still depressed by almost 20% even after 10 years. This is the total effect of children, including the effects of children born after the first child. The drop turns out to be increasing in the number of children.

In subsequent research, the researchers study an often-hypothesized mechanism for the so-called “child penalty”: namely biological factors such as pregnancy and breastfeeding, which is the exclusive domain of biological mothers. Comparing the evolution of earnings in biological and adoptive families around the arrival of their first child, they find that men and women follow very similar earnings trajectories regardless of how they got their child. The short-run impacts are slightly larger in biological families, but the long-run impacts are virtually identical. These findings suggest that factors related to pregnancy and breastfeeding matter little for the long-run effect of children on women’s careers. Rather, “cultural” factors such as traditional gender roles seem to be the dominant force behind the child penalty.

In related research, Sonja Settele studies the topic of gender inequality through the lens of policy preferences and finds that pessimistic beliefs about the effectiveness of policies mitigate the effect of perceived wage inequality on the demand for government intervention. Using a survey experiment, she finds systematic differences in people’s beliefs about the size of the gender wage gap. These beliefs causally affect individual demand for equality of opportunity policies such as equal pay legislation and affirmative action programs. However, the effects are small in magnitude and they cannot account for the polarization in policy views by partisanship and gender. Other recent research by Marco Piovesan and Helene Willadsen uses experiments with girls and boys (see picture) and provides evidence of gender differences starting already in childhood.

Research articles


Method

Child penalties are estimated using an event study methodology around the arrival of children, including a novel procedure for identifying foreign adopted children and their parents. It relies on almost forty years of administrative data from Denmark. The causal effect of beliefs are estimated using an incentivized survey experiment that elicits beliefs of 4,000 respondents. The evidence of gender differences starting in childhood is obtained by running experiments with girls and boys in Danish schools (see picture).
Even though inequality in life expectancy now proves to be only half as big as earlier anticipated, the new research also shows, that the difference in life expectancy between the rich and the poor has steadily increased over the thirty years represented in the data. Hence, although the Danish state provides free health care and education and a finely masked welfare system that in many aspects is designed to make up for differences in income, inequality in health is still rising. Related research together with Gordon Dahl from UCSD provides a novel decomposition method that enhances our understanding of what drives trends in life expectancy inequality. This research shows that inequality is not rising because new health innovations differen-
-
tially benefit the rich. Rather, equal mortality improvements from bet-
-
ter treatment and prevention of cardiovascular disease lead to unequal
gains in life expectancy because poor patients surviving cardiovascular
disease die soon after from other lifestyle-related diseases while rich
patients live on for many years.

Existing research show that high-income individuals can expect to live much longer than low-income individuals. For example, a well-known study published in JAMA in 2016 shows that, for the United States, high-income people (income percentile 80) at age 40 can expect to live 6.5 years longer than low-income people (income percentile 20). This research gave rise to a substantial debate about inequality in health in the United States.

A recent article in PNAS by CEBI researchers Claus Thustrup Kreiner, Torben Heien Nielsen and Benjamin Ly Serena points to a serious problem with the standard method to measure inequality in life expectancy. The method assumes that the poor stay poor and the rich stay rich for the rest of their lives. In reality, however, over a ten-year period half of the poorest people move into groups with better incomes and lower mortality rates while half of the rich move into groups with lower incomes and higher mobility rates. Not accounting for this social mobility behavior creates a significant bias that exagger-
-
ates the inequality in life expectancy.

The CEBI project devises a new method to compute inequality in life expectancy that accounts for movements across income classes. The authors validate their approach and demonstrate its usefulness by calculating life expectancy at age 40 in Denmark based on income and mortality records of the entire population over a thirty-year period. The graph illustrates the results for men and shows how much a high-income person at age 40 can expect to live longer than a low-income person over this period. In the most recent years, without accounting for income mobility, a high-income person would seem to get about six additional years. However, when accounting for social mobility the gap is only three years and thus half as big. The graph shows that this result holds throughout the thirty-year observation period. This also applies for women.

Inequality in life expectancy: Not as big as we thought but still rising

Method

The standard method computes period life expectancy for a

given age by combining mortality rates of different cohorts at a
given point in time. When segregating period life expectancy

by income class, the mortality of older cohorts in the same

income class is used to estimate future mortality. This approach assumes that individuals stay in the same income classes over time, in contrast to evidence in economics and sociology documenting significant income mobility. The new method accoun-
ts for transitions across income classes. The empirical ap-
plication combines income and mortality records of the entire

Danish population spanning the period 1983-2013.
Health behavior is contagious

Already prior to COVID, research results by Torehen Heien Nielsen and his collaborator Itzik Fadlon provide a proof of concept that otherwise hard-to-change behaviors are amendable, and that families play a key role. The team shows how the choices individuals make about health care are influenced by what is happening around them—within their families, and even their co-workers. Severe health shocks among our beloved ones lead us to increase preventive measures against the specific disease that our family members were exposed to. In other words, we take better care of ourselves when a risk suddenly becomes salient.

Still, understanding why the families respond is extremely difficult, because many variables are potentially affected by an adverse event in the family: We may learn about family specific risks, but we are also emotionally affected by a health shock of a beloved family member.

The research showed that the mechanism is not only governed by pure information seeking behavior (e.g., the individual family member is learning of specific risks), but more so through the attention and salience of specific risks. For instance, families that are exposed to heart attacks or strokes turn their attention towards preventing these specific diseases, and networks that are exposed to cancer increase radiology screening, even if a network member's diagnosis did not contain any information about the other members’ risk.

The American business magazine Quartz nominated this work as one of the twelve most important studies in the discipline of Economics in 2019.

Method

Quantitative research has been challenged by credibly making statements about the contagious nature of behaviors. The underlying issue is a “reflection problem” - when we see an individual and a family with similar health behaviors, we do not know whether the family affected the individual, whether the individual affected the family, or whether people in the network have sorted into groups with similar characteristics.

The team developed a method to circumvent this issue and leverage Danish administrative data to study family health behaviors. The illustration replicates Panel A of Figure 1 in Fadlon and Nielsen (2019).

Research articles

High health care costs without better health outcomes

A common, often-mentioned, perception in the US political and public debate on health care is that while health outcomes are on average not higher than elsewhere, privileged Americans have access to much better healthcare than others, experiencing a health status surpassing that of comparable countries.

A study by CEBI researcher Mette Gørtz and collaborators asks whether health outcomes are higher for privileged Americans than for average residents in other developed countries. Specifically, the study asks: (1) Do white US citizens living in the 1% and 5% richest counties have better health outcomes than average US citizens? (2) Do white US citizens living in the same counties outperform average residents from countries outside the US? The study includes six main health outcomes: infant and maternal mortality, colon cancer, childhood acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL), and acute myocardial infarction (AMI).

Unsurprisingly, white US citizens in the 1% and 5% highest-income countries obtain better health outcomes than average US citizens. However, white US citizens from these high-income counties do not perform consistently better in terms of health outcomes than average residents in many other developed countries.

The average US citizen experiences worse outcomes for infant and maternal mortality compared to any of the 12 comparison countries. Zooming in on the 5% highest-income counties, white residents in the US experience higher infant mortality than in all comparison countries except Canada. Moreover, maternal mortality is much higher in the US than in the comparison countries, also when focusing on the 1% high-income counties.

Next, comparing 5-year survival rates from three cancer types – breast cancer, colon cancer, and childhood ALL – gives a more mixed picture. The study finds that the US survival rate from breast cancer is higher than for all 12 comparison countries. For colon cancer, the 5-year survival rate is higher for 4 out of 12 mental health diagnoses, even for the 5% high-income outcomes, while 5-year survival rates from ALL is higher than for most countries. Finally, the study finds that 30-day mortality rates after AMI are higher in the US, also when narrowing in on US citizens from the top 1% and top 5% counties.

To conclude, this study finds that privileged white US citizens often experience worse health outcomes than average residents in other developed countries, when looking at six health outcomes. Given the fact that the overall costs of the US health care system are substantially higher than in otherwise comparable countries, the results suggest a poor cost-effectiveness ratio of the US health care system.

Method

This comparative effectiveness study compares six health outcomes of white US citizens living in the 1% and 5% highest-income US counties with outcomes of average citizens in 12 other developed countries: Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland. The six health outcomes studied are: infant and maternal mortality, colon and breast cancer, childhood acute lymphocytic leukemia, and acute myocardial infarction. Data used are from OECD health data, CONCORD-3 cancer data, Medicare data, and individual-level data for the period 2013-15.

Research articles


HEALTH INEQUALITY

The US spends 25% more per capita on health care than the country with the second highest spending. Does this imply that the US has better health outcomes?
COVID-19: Only small consumption effects of mandated shutdown

REGULATING BEHAVIOR

One of the key policy choices facing governments during a pandemic like COVID-19 is whether to shut down activity in selected parts of the economy to prevent the disease from spreading. However, this policy intended to regulate health behavior can also affect consumer behavior and thereby economic activity. Consumer spending dropped sharply in countries with mandated shutdowns in spring 2020. Therefore, a widespread view is that when choosing whether to shut down or not, governments face a sharp trade-off between saving lives and saving the economy.

It may seem natural to conclude from the big drops in consumer spending observed in countries with mandated shutdowns in 2020 that there exists a large trade-off between saving lives and saving the economy. However, this conclusion is premature. It does not account for the possibility that the underlying health risks that the shutdowns tend to occur exactly at the time when infection rates are highest, it is hard to disentangle their effects on spending from such direct effects of the virus itself.

A CEB study by Andersen, Hansen, Johannesen and Sheridan overcomes this challenge by exploiting access to real-time transaction data from the largest bank in Denmark (Danske Bank) with customers in both Denmark and Sweden, and using the very different policy responses of the two countries as a quasi-experiment. The two countries were equally exposed to the pandemic in early March 2020, but while Denmark opted for a mandated shutdown of large parts of the economy, Sweden allowed almost all businesses to stay open with minimal restrictions. Comparing the development in consumer spending in the two countries during the early phase of the pandemic therefore provides a way of assessing the impact of mandated shutdowns on economic activity.

The figure shows the development in daily consumer spending in 2020 compared to the same day in 2019 in both countries. In January and February 2020, spending in Denmark closely followed the same pattern as the year before. This was followed by a sharp drop just after March 11, when the prime minister announced the shutdown of large parts of the economy. Importantly, however, a similar development took place in Sweden. Over the first few weeks of the pandemic, spending declined 29% in Denmark and 25% in Sweden. The direct effect of the Danish shutdown is estimated as the difference of 4 percentage points, which is small compared to the total decline.

These results are important for understanding the trade-off facing governments during the pandemic: Shutdowns do come at a cost in the form of lower economic activity, but the trade-off between lives and livelihoods is much less steep than what is commonly argued, since economic activity suffers during a pandemic whether the government mandates a shutdown or not. The results of the study also reveal that the effects of shutting down are unevenly distributed across age groups: Young individuals reduced spending by 10 percentage points more in Denmark than in Sweden, while older individuals reduced spending by 5 percentage points less in the former country.

This suggests that by limiting the activity level of low-risk groups such as the young, mandated shutdowns may reduce the need for extreme isolation for at-risk groups such as the elderly.

Method

The study uses transaction data for approximately 760,000 Danish and 100,000 Swedish customers of Danske Bank, the second-largest bank in Scandinavia. Spending is measured at a daily frequency and linked to key demographic information for each customer. The effect of the Danish shutdown is estimated by comparing the average change in spending (measured relative to 2019 levels) from before to after the outbreak of the pandemic in Denmark vs. Sweden, controlling for differences in demographics across the two samples in a regression framework.

Research articles

COVID-19: Monetary incentives increase vaccinations

In the study, participants are drawn from a general sample of the Swedish population and divided into treatment groups and a control group. In one of the treatment groups, participants were paid 200 Swedish kroner conditional on becoming vaccinated. A comparison of vaccination behavior of these people to those in the control group shows that the monetary incentives increased vaccination rates by 4.2 percentage points. This is an increase from a 71.6% baseline rate, which is similar to other countries in the EU, indicating that incentives can increase vaccine uptake even in countries with high vaccination rates.

To compare the effects of the incentives to those of other interventions, the figure shows the effects of the incentives and compares them to three nudges – interventions that do not deny any options or change economic incentives – including information about the impact that vaccinating has for others (social impact), asking participants to think about arguments to vaccinate (argument) and giving information about the safety and efficacy of the vaccines (information). Compared to the control group, none of the nudge interventions significantly increases vaccination uptake. Incentives are the only intervention that has a significant effect.

The two most crucial behaviors to fight the COVID-19 pandemic are vaccinating and practicing social distancing. Since the beginning of the pandemic, the research group has contributed to our understanding of both behaviors. Besides studying which interventions work best to encourage vaccination uptake, the group has also found that people practice less social distancing when they are exposed to positive news about the vaccine rollout. The group has also carried out extensive surveys to understand the main determinants of social distancing and how people perceive stay-at-home policies. In sum, throughout the pandemic, the research team has focused on providing policy-makers with high-quality evidence on how to understand social distancing and vaccination uptake from a social science perspective.

**Method**

The researchers conducted a pre-registered RCT from May to July 2021 with 8,286 participants at the age of 18-49. Participants were recruited from a broadly representative online panel of the Swedish population created by Norstat, a large survey company. In the online survey, participants were randomized into five different treatment conditions and one control condition. In August 2021, the Swedish Public Health Agency linked the trial data of each participant to their COVID-19 vaccination records collected for all residents.

**Research articles**


How people underestimate inequality

INEQUALITY BELIEFS
People’s beliefs about inequality and their own social position relative to others are important for their attitudes toward redistribution policies in society. But how much do people know about income inequality and their own position among other people in various peer groups, say, their co-workers, their neighbors, their age group, or people with the same level of education?

Recent work by CEBI researchers Kristoffer Balle Hvidberg and Claus Thurstup Kreiner, in collaboration with Stefanie Stantcheva from Harvard University, seeks to understand how much people know about inequality, how much their own social position influences their fairness views on inequality, and whether they are less or better informed about inequality and social positions where it matters the most to them. To do this, the research team first elicits people’s beliefs about income inequality, perceived own positions within peer groups, and their fairness views on inequality within these groups. Afterwards, the team links the data on people’s beliefs about inequality and their own social position relative to others are important for their attitudes toward redistribution policies in society. But how much do people know about income inequality and their own position among other people in various peer groups, say, their co-workers, their neighbors, their age group, or people with the same level of education?

Recent work by CEBI researchers Kristoffer Balle Hvidberg and Claus Thurstup Kreiner, in collaboration with Stefanie Stantcheva from Harvard University, seeks to understand how much people know about inequality, how much their own social position influences their fairness views on inequality, and whether they are less or better informed about inequality and social positions where it matters the most to them. To do this, the research team first elicits people’s beliefs about income inequality, perceived own positions within peer groups, and their fairness views on inequality within these groups. Afterwards, the team links the data on people’s beliefs to tax return records revealing actual levels of income inequality and people’s true social positions within their different peer groups.

It turns out that people, on average, are well aware of the overall income levels of their different peer groups, but they severely underestimate how big income differences are among their co-workers and among people with the same level of education. The two graphs illustrate this finding. The left panel plots people’s beliefs about the overall income level (the median income, P50) of their peer group against the actual income level. Each point represents either the overall age group, a gender group, an education group, a sector, or a set of municipalities. For example, the two red dots show how men perceive the overall income level of men and how women perceive the overall income level of women. All points lie close to the 45-degree line, which shows that people on average are well aware of the overall income levels of their peer groups.

The right panel shows the beliefs about the largest incomes (the 95th income percentile, P95) in the peer groups. Overall, the points representing the gender, cohort, and municipality groups are close to the 45-degree line. However, the blue and yellow dots, representing people’s sector and education groups, are all below the 45-degree line. Thus, people systematically underestimate the top incomes within their education groups and within their sectors. The research team also finds that exactly within these two groups, people with low incomes overestimate their own position the most. Together, these results show that people underestimate the extent of inequality among their peers working in the same sector or with the same education level.

When asked about the fairness of inequality, people answer that they find income differences within their sector and within their education level as most unfair. Thus, people underestimate inequality more within the peer groups that matter the most to them. The study also shows that people who move up in social position tend to find inequality more fair while people who move down tend to find inequality more unfair. This implies that policies that change people’s positions also change their fairness views on inequality.

The graphs plot people’s perceived income level of average persons (left panel) and of rich persons (right panel) in their peer groups against the actual income levels. Perceptions within a peer group are on average correct if the point lies on the dashed line.

COMPARING PERCEPTIONS AND ACTUAL INCOME LEVELS OF PEER GROUPS

Method
A random sample of people born in 1969 to 1973 in Denmark received an invitation in their electronic mail box (Digital Post) to participate in an online survey. The survey asked people about their perceptions of the income distribution within various reference groups, for example among co-workers working in the same sector or same firm, where people think they rank within the group, and how fair they think income inequality is within the group. The survey data are linked to administrative records with information about the actual income levels of the individuals and of the people in their reference groups.
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Why people have so different beliefs about economic trends

The predominant explanation for heterogeneity in expectations about the future is that people differ in how well informed they are about past macroeconomic events. An alternative explanation focuses on differences in the 'mental models' people apply when thinking about economic events. In this view, even when everyone is perfectly informed about the past, there would still be disagreement in beliefs because people rely on different mental models.

A CEBI project by Johannes Wohlfart and coauthors develops a new survey method to study people’s mental models of the economy and their origins, and applies this method in tailored surveys of economic experts and consumers. Survey participants predict the effects of different hypothetical macroeconomic events, such as the effects of an unexpected increase in the oil price or the central bank’s interest rate on the unemployment rate and the inflation rate, in an environment where everyone has the same relevant information about the past.

The results reveal substantial disagreement in beliefs, both among households and among experts and also across the two samples. One of the findings is illustrated in the figure, which shows large disagreements about whether an increase in the central bank’s interest rate will make inflation rise or fall. Because the environment is kept fixed in the experiment, the result suggests that differences in mental models are an important driver of differences in beliefs across people.

The team goes on to show that part of this disagreement seems to arise because different individuals selectively think of different aspects of the events, in particular of supply- or demand-side channels. Finally, both contextual cues and prior experiences shape which channels individuals retrieve and thereby which forecasts they make, consistent with a role for associative memory in shaping belief disagreement.

The results of the research project offer a new perspective on the widely documented disagreement in macroeconomic expectations. The findings imply that, even if individuals hold comparable information about past macroeconomic outcomes, associative recall of different economic mechanisms generates strong differences in beliefs. In this view, news or actual events in the economy systematically affect which models people apply. Rather than sticking to one particular model, individuals retrieve specific experiences when cued by events, which in turn shape the economic mechanisms they think of. In light of these results, incorporating associative recall into macroeconomic models is a fruitful avenue for future research.

POLICY & BELIEFS

Beliefs about macroeconomic outcomes, such as unemployment or inflation in the economy, vary tremendously among consumers, firm managers, and even experts. This has important implications for the transmission of monetary and fiscal policies. But why are beliefs so different?

The graph shows the share of people who believe a rise in the central bank’s interest rate will cause inflation to fall, not to change or to rise.
Reforms of social security eligibility are being implemented around the world to make people work longer and reduce public expenditures that are growing as a result of the increase in life expectancy. They are typically announced years in advance to give people time to prepare for the future. For this to work, it is important that people are well-informed about eligibility rules. In economic theory it is normally taken for granted that people know the rules, but we know almost nothing in practice about whether people are informed or not.

Søren Leth-Petersen, Johan Sæverud and external CEBI member Andrew Caplin study workers’ beliefs about when they are eligible for social security following the 2006 announcement of a major Danish social security reform. The reform changed the social security eligibility age from 65 to instead being based on life expectancy of the birth cohort. The study quantifies the importance of policy uncertainty and lack of knowledge about the reform. The researchers ask a large sample of Danes about when they expect to become eligible for social security. The survey included a so-called information treatment experiment: Half of the participants, selected randomly, are shown a table with the actual statutory eligibility ages of the different birth cohorts, while the other half is not.

The main result is presented in the figure. The horizontal lines show the actual eligibility age of the different birth cohorts. The diamonds show average beliefs of eligibility age for people who are not shown the table with statutory eligibility ages. People born before 1970 are well-informed about their eligibility age, while people born after 1970 systematically underestimate the age at which they become eligible. This latter group, on average, expects to become eligible up to one year earlier than their statutory eligibility age. The triangles show average beliefs in the treatment group of people who was shown the table with statutory eligibility ages. A comparison of the two groups in the figure (the triangles and diamonds) shows that the information treatment reduced the gap between expected and statutory eligibility ages by 80%. Thus, the very simple information treatment is successful in updating people’s beliefs to be closer aligned with the rules.

The graph shows that people significantly underestimate their pension eligibility age, and that a simple information treatment can remove most of the underestimation.

The team also finds that people are uncertain about their estimate of the eligibility age and that this uncertainty is increasing in the number of years to eligibility. This might reflect that the social security reform is inherently associated with policy uncertainty that cannot be removed. More broadly, the study offers a new method to quantify lack of knowledge about policy rules and the importance of policy uncertainty. The results demonstrate how simple information provision can align the beliefs about policy rules with the actual rules for the vast majority of people.

**Method**

The researchers sent letters through electronic mail (E-boks) inviting a representative sample of more than 10,000 people to participate in a customized survey. The survey elicited the entire subjective distribution concerning retirement eligibility age beliefs using the so-called balls-in-bins method where the respondent is asked to allocate 20 balls into bins covering the possible social security eligibility ages within the age span 63–74.

**Research articles**

Present bias, or time inconsistency, is a leading example of irrational behavior in Economics where people overvalue immediate rewards compared to what is optimal for them. Many real-life observations might reflect present-biased behavior. For example, some people choose to consume a lot now and afterwards get into costly financial problems that seem foreseeable. It may also help explain spending on habitual goods, such as tobacco, where people should know that it has large health costs in the future. Conversely, it can also explain why people sometimes keep on postponing choices that are costly now, although they give large benefits in the future.

Economists have developed theoretical models that allow for separate short and long term time discounting, so-called quasi-hyperbolic discounting models of present biased preferences. These models give rise to time-inconsistent choices and they can help rationalize the behavior in the examples. However, while present-biased behavior is well-documented in experiments where people make choices in controlled settings, identifying this in real-life is extremely challenging. In practice, the behavior of a very impatient but fully rational person is quite similar to that of a person who is present-biased.

CEBI research by Browning and coauthors overcomes this identification challenge. The researchers develop a so-called revealed preference condition for the quasi-hyperbolic model of consumption and savings that only requires observational, i.e., non-experimental, data on expenditures, prices and interest rates. The new method is applied to data from the Spanish expenditure survey, which has individual information about spending, prices and interest rates over many years. About 40% of the households in the Spanish expenditure survey turn out to display present-biased behavior in varying degrees. Moreover, the prevalence of present-biased behavior, identified with this method, correlates sensibly with a number of household attributes and choices related to long-term behavior such as owner occupation, smoking and health expenditures.

Method

The method is implemented by checking inequalities between spending in different periods as documented in expenditure survey data, i.e., observational data that keep track of people’s spending. For example, consider the problem of understanding whether spending patterns can be rationalized by the standard (exponential discounting) model or the model with present-biased preferences. The exponential model assumes that people will spend more in periods when prices are relatively low. Hence, finding that some people spend more in periods when prices are relatively high rejects the standard model. Moreover, finding that this is always more likely now than in the future aligns with ‘present-bias’, i.e., that people put a relatively high weight on the present period.
How to measure household financial behavior and design housing and mortgage policies

Home equity withdrawal played an important role in the run up of household debt in many countries prior to the 2008 financial crisis. Yet, there are wide differences across countries in access to borrowing against housing wealth. For example, in the United States and Denmark, it is cheap and easy to borrow against housing wealth, while in other countries, such as Germany and Singapore, it is highly restricted. Which of these policy approaches is better for household well-being and macroeconomic stability, and are there alternative policies that work better than the two?

Economists typically assume that households benefit from a wider variety of choices. This has led to the idea that households gain from financial liberalization and the ensuing increase in borrowing options. However, critics argue that greater access to credit may be harmful if households suffer from present-bias and use housing as a savings commitment device to overcome present-bias and accumulate wealth. According to this view, greater access to credit may weaken the commitment benefit of housing, potentially making it more difficult to save.

CEBI research by Patrick Moran bridges the gap between these two vastly different views of financial liberalization. He estimates a structural model of household behavior that can quantify households’ demand for flexibility and commitment. The results show that both flexibility and commitment are important. While households benefit substantially from the ability to borrow and spend more when income is low, they are also harmed by weakened commitment and reduced savings. The figure shows the distribution of welfare gains across households of allowing borrowing against housing wealth. For about two thirds of households, the costs of weakened commitment exceed the benefits of improved flexibility, therefore welfare declines due to financial liberalization. The remaining one third of households benefit on net from home equity withdrawal. Many of these households have temporarily low income and benefit from the ability to borrow against expected higher income in the future.

How should countries design housing and mortgage policies given the trade-off between flexibility and commitment? The results show that neither of the two extreme policies are optimal. Instead, countries should implement state-contingent mortgage contracts and policies, which force households to accumulate wealth during normal times, but allow households to extract home equity during periods of financial distress. This type of policy provides the benefits of both flexibility and commitment when they are valued the most.

Method

The researchers construct a structural model of household behavior where households make consumption, housing, and mortgage decisions while faced with income and unemployment risk. Housing can act as a savings commitment device to help households overcome temptation. To ensure a close link between the model and observed behavior, the model is estimated using household data on consumption and assets. The model obtains a good fit of the data and enables the researcher to not only disentangle the relative importance of flexibility and commitment, but also to investigate the effects of counterfactual policies, including policies that have yet to be implemented, but which may be beneficial to households.
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CEBI activities

CEBI organizes international conferences, workshops and weekly seminars with leading international scholars. We also organize weekly internal seminars and PhD courses. The pictures are from the inaugural CEBI conference and CEPR public policy symposium in Spring 2018 where Thomas Piketty, Ernst Fehr and Fatih Guvenen gave keynotes about inequality from a political economics, behavioral economics and macroeconomic perspective.

CEBI Administration

Tine Ceccardi is Center Administrator. She has several years of experience from the departmental administration. She has collaborated closely with the CEBI management on administrative tasks related to the Economic Policy Research Network (EPRN/EPRU) and Laboratory for Experimental Economics (CEE).

Pernille Bang is Data Manager. She advises on data options and bridges the collaboration with Research Services at Statistics Denmark.
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Recognitions at all levels

Assistant Professor Jakob Egholt Søgaard wins the American Economic Journal best paper award within applied economics for the paper “Children and Gender Inequality: Evidence from Denmark” (with CEBI external member Henrik Kleven and Camille Landais). Their article documents large, long-lasting negative effects of children on careers of women compared to men. The effect is called ‘the child penalty’ and the concept is now widely known and used in the debate about gender equality.

The media Quartz called in some of the greatest minds in economics to identify economics research that mattered in 2018. Among the listed judges was two Nobel prize winners. 12 articles were elected and among them the work of associate professor Torben Han Knielsen: Because his team exploits “a novel data source to look at how our choices about health care are influenced by what is happening around us—with our family, and even our co-workers. It challenges our standard notion of how people think about their own health behavior choices.”

Laudated with the Richard Musgrave Visiting Professorship in 2020, CEBI director Claus Thustrup Kreiner joins the world-renown company of peers like Raj Chetty, Timothy Besley, Rachel Griffith, and Michael Kremer who were previously awarded this prestigious price. At his Richard Musgrave Lecture with the title Behavioral Heterogeneity, Inequality and Public Policy, Claus Thustrup Kreiner presented some of the key lessons from research at CEBI.

Camilla Skovbo Christensen is honored in the Ministry of Employment for her thesis “Retirement Policies and Private Savings Behavior: Evidence from a Reform of the Old-Age Pension Scheme” written together with Bastian Emil Ellegaard. The thesis investigates whether tax incentives for pension savings affect total savings, which is crucial to know for the design of pension systems.

Each year the students at Economics elect the best teacher of the year. Jeppe Druedahl won the prize, Den Usynlige Hånd, in 2020. CEBI members Niels Johannesen and Claus Thustrup Kreiner are previous winners of the prize.

Assistant Professor Christina Greavert was elected one of Berlingske Media’s Talent 100 in 2019. Committee member professor Marie-Louise Bech-Nielsch commented on the election: »We were blown away when we saw her CV. She is a pioneer within economics because she understands how the discipline of economics can complement other disciplines to solve concrete societal challenges.”
Popular outreach

† Vice-President Margrethe Vestager and tax commissioner Paolo Gentiloni invited Niels Johannesen to inform the commission about how to fight tax avoidance and evasion behavior.

† Søren Hveen Nielsen presents results on Heath Inequality at Folkemødet with participation of the Chair of the Danish Regions Stephanie Lose and Mayor in Copenhagen Sisse Marie Welling.

† Pernum talk at the European Economic Association Annual Congress by Claus Thustrup Krøner on how empirical economic research is informative for policy making.

† Research results on gender inequality by Jakob Søgaard and Henrik Kleven is featured on Netflix.

Media attention

The main aim of CBII is to make groundbreaking research that is published in leading scientific journals. Some of the work at CBII has also received massive public attention. This includes appearances in television news on national TV channels (DR and TV2), front page stories in the main Danish newspapers Børsen, Berlingske, Jyllands-Posten and Information and coverage in leading international newspapers such as Die Welt, the Economist, the Financial Times, Le Monde, the New York Times and the Washington Post.
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